
Task 2:

My collection is my childhood memories, it is plush toys. As a male collector,

sometimes it is very strange for my little buddies, they always laugh at me, "Jason,

you are really like a little girl, so naive." little girl? Who cares, they are my mother

gave me a gift, I think it is warm memories. When I was young, they always

accompanied me, either lost or angry. Every time I see them are always happy, and

sometimes let me calm down.



For the collection, mainly from my birthday gift and store sales plush toys. Since the

7th birthday begins. My mom has already seen that I particularly like plush toys and

in my next 8 years birthday, all gifts are different cartoon characters and animal plush

toys. With the increase in gifts and I grew up, the collection from the little partners

played plush toys. The number of these increases, until today, a total of at least 40

plush toys were my collection. This is my life can not erase the memory and that is

why I chose to show it the reason.



I chose to take them with the camera and then transfer them to the computer and print

them out. The initial idea was to choose the A3 size to print but after some thought, I

decided to use A4 paper. Because each plush toy is a single individual, there is no

environmental impact, if I choose A3 size, their print effect will be very awkward,

very strange. The background is hard to choose ....

I believe it is attractive, who does not like the lovely thing? Moreover, it is

meaningful to a person.



Yihang, Li (Jason)

Plush toys. 1998-2016.

Wool, plush, plastics.

Dimensions Variable: 500 mm – 1000 mm (High)

They bring to me good memories and I’ve received my first gift (Winnie) since I was

6 years old. A few years later, I received a variety of stuffed toys for my birthday

every year and I stared collecting them. I’ve been buying them in different places,

airport, toy stores or getting them in used toys shop and my little nephew (he

discarded stuffed toys and I recycle them).


